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Do you prefer...

A: Hanging out with friends?
(+2 POINTS)

B: Staying home 
(+1 POINTS)

Pick a color:

A: Blue
(+ 3 POINTS)

B: Green
(+4 POINTS)

Favorite animal:

A: Cats?
(+3 POINTS)

B :Dogs?
(+5 POINTS)

Which Disney princess do you 
think your similar to?

A: Mulan
(+2 POINTS)

B: Tiana (Princess and the 
frog)
(+3 POINTS)

Are you more:

A: Messy
(+5 POINTS)

B:Organized
(+2 POINTS)

Would you rather use:

A: Netflix
(+3 POINTS)

B: Hulu 
(+5 POINTS)

Would you rather:

A: Drink Orange Juice for the 
rest of your life?
(+4 POINTS)

B: Drink Apple Juice the rest 
of your life?
(+2 POINTS)

Would you rather:

A: Be the smartest but every-
one hates you?
(+2 POINTS)

B: Be the dumbest but every-
one loves you
(+3 POINTS)

(KEEP TRACK OF YOUR POINTS FOR THE END!)

Would you rather fight:

A: 5 younger versions of you 
(+3 POINTS)

B: 20 year old you
(+2 POINTS)

WHAT GENRE ARE YOU?WHAT GENRE ARE YOU?

  Keep track of your 

     points here!

Words: Keisha Huerta and Nye Meh | Design: Keisha Huerta
Visuals: Keisha Huerta, Netflix, Hulu, Pluto, Peacock, Tubi and Youtube

          If you got 19-22 points, your genre is...
                                  Mystery!
You are someone who loves to stay home alot. You probably dont like really loud 
people or places. But most of the time you’re either a  calm or very trustworthy 
person. Some shows and movies we recommend to you are....

           Stranger things                                 Squid Games                             All of us are Dead                             The Sixth Sense
               (On Netflix)                                    (On Netflix)                                  (On Netflix)                                     (On Hulu)
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                            If you got 23-26 points, your genre is...
                                                      Horror!
You are a quiet person but once someone gets to know you, you are the loudest in the room. You have a 
pretty unique personallity and you probably think your the funniest person ever. Some shows or movies 
we recommend are... 

               Terrifier                                                  Sweet Home                                                Scream                                                  Midnight
                 (On Tubi)                                                (On Netflix)                                           (On Youtube)                                   (On Amazon Prime)

                             If you got 27-31 points, your genre is...
                                                     Reality TV!
You are probably one of the nicest people ever or one the meanest, no in-betweens. You might cause 
drama sometimes or be around it alot. You have wonderful taste in music though and you love to tell 
people that. Some shows we recommend are...

       The Kardashians                                        Hell’s Kitchen                                          The Riveras                                        Drag me to Dinner
               (On Hulu)                                               (On Pluto)                                            (On Peacock)                                            (On Hulu)

                        If you got 32-35+ points, your genre is...
                                                     Comedy!
You probably think you’re funny, but you’re not. You’re probably loud and like staying out. You also 
enjoy being around others. Some shows or movie we recommened are...

            The Office                                               Legally Blonde                                      Business Proposal                                    Young Sheldon             
            (On Peacock)                                               (On Pluto)                                               (On Netflix)                                           (On Netflix)   
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